The following FAQ has been prepared for the Division of Construction Engineering and Management (CEM) as a result of questions prepared by students in ENGR 13100 provided by the FYE/ENGR 13100 faculty upon the review of the CEM literature for ENGR 13100.

CAREERS

How much field work vs desk work does a construction engineer do?

- It depends! A construction engineer could work anywhere from 100% desk working on pre-construction / bidding activities to nearly 100% field out on an active construction site. Many will work somewhere in the middle where they are involved in construction but also have responsibilities that require them to spend sometime in the office.

How have the industries that CEM majors enter been affected by COVID?

- Construction has been a resilient industry through COVID. In most areas, construction was deemed an essential industry so projects were not stopped. In some cases, projects were even fast tracked to take advantage of lower traffic volume.

If you have a major in CEM would you typically be more in the management position?

- For most CEM alumni, their career paths will involve reaching management positions. However, there are management positions both in and out of the field so a career path can be personalized to fit each individual.

Where do CEM engineers work outside of construction?

- Most construction engineers will focus on building infrastructure either for the general contractor or owners. Working for an owner offers a greater variety of jobs such as Oil and Gas (ExxonMobil), Aerospace (Boeing), Restaurants (McDonalds), as well as many others.
- Some CEM alumni have even branched further out to become lawyers and enter different financial discipline. In the end, a CEM degree will allow a student to pursue a very wide range of careers depending on their interests.

How many CEM graduates usually continue to graduate school?

- On average 5-15% of CEM graduates continue directly to graduate school. However, a greater number of alumni do return for graduate degrees such as MBAs at a later point.

Are there any Purdue CEM Alumni that have impacted the Construction industry greatly?

- Mike Kenig has been an influential force in the development of the construction industry through his involvement in educational endeavors and training. Please find additional information at this link: [https://engineering.purdue.edu/CEM-Impact/2018_1/engagement](https://engineering.purdue.edu/CEM-Impact/2018_1/engagement)
- Anne Wilson has been an influential leader in the Chicago area and for women in the construction industry. She has an amazing story since taking over the family business after her father’s sudden death many years ago. Please find additional information at this link: [https://engineering.purdue.edu/CEM-Impact/2017_1/main-feature](https://engineering.purdue.edu/CEM-Impact/2017_1/main-feature)

What does the future of construction look like?

- The construction industry has an extremely positive outlook. There has been a growth in residential building construction as well as upgrading infrastructure across the country. There are a lot of different opportunities to find the career path that fits your interests.
What kinds of materials do you frequently work with as a Construction Engineer?
- Construction engineers work with a wide range of building materials. Depending on the project / industry they could vary from asphalt, steel, wood, to final interior finishes such as tile.

What kind of interactions do you make day to day?
- Depending on the job role you will have a variety of interactions. These could include talking with subcontractors, team meetings to work through an ongoing issue, reporting out to an owner’s representative, calling the design engineers to clarify a drawing, and many more.

How often do CEM engineers work with Civil engineers and architectural engineers?
- Construction engineers will often work with civil and architectural engineers while working on a construction project to understand the engineering drawings.
- Construction engineers can also fulfill the traditional roles of a Civil engineer on a project if they choose to pursue the design side of construction.

What percentage of student work in building versus management?
- It is hard to give a percentage of students who work in the field building versus management in the office. Most career paths will include a combination of both!

What kind of companies look for CEM graduates?
- A wide variety of companies look for CEM graduates due to the unique nature that the degree combines of not only an ABET accredited engineering degree but also a management element. The companies below show where our alumni have gone to work and have representation across a wide range of industries and opportunities across the country.
What is the typical job experience like for a construction engineer?
- There is no typical job experience for a construction engineer. Construction engineers can be involved across the project life cycle from the conceptual ideas to test feasibility to the final turnover of a completed project. They can work for specialty subcontractors that focus on one element of the project (i.e. electrical or plumbing), for general contractors that coordinate the construction across multiple subcontractors, to the owner who is funding the project and is highly invested in the outcome of the final project. Construction engineers also work across so many industries including roads and bridges, hospitals, nuclear power plants, wind farms, refineries, off-shore platforms, schools, residential homes, commercial properties, college campuses, sports stadiums and so many more.

Do most construction engineers live in big cities?
- Construction engineers live all across the country. While there are many projects in big cities, there are also opportunities in smaller cities to even remote areas. It is important for students to think about if they want to work nationally or regionally in order to find a company that fits with their life goals. Wherever there are people there will be construction!

What opportunities are there in the aerospace industry for CEM students?
- In many ways building an airplane is not that different from building any other highly technical construction project. We have had students interview and work with Boeing due to their project management skill set.

COURSEWORK

What is a difficult area of learning that many CEM majors have?
- Because of the variety of students who come into CEM it is hard to pinpoint the most difficult area of CEM. Each student is going to have different strengths / weaknesses but overall no matter what your area of difficulty is there will be a support system to be there for you.

Can CEM majors also work to receive a major in management or business?
- Currently there is not a path to double major in CEM and Management / Business. However, you are easily able to minor in them and in most cases still graduate in 4 years.
- CEM is currently in the process completing a combine degree with Krannert which would allow a student to obtain a BS in CEM and MBA.

Can you branch out to other fields of engineering if you major in CEM?
- In CEM it is possible to minor in many of the other engineering fields in order to diversify your classes and focus your degree to your interests

What are the major similarities and differences between CEM and Civil engineering?
- Construction engineers and civil engineers have a very similar plan of study and upon graduation can go to work for the same companies. Civil engineers tend to focus more on the design where construction engineers tend to be involved with the actual construction process. However, CEM is ABET accredited so they still have the background / opportunity
to move into a design role if they desire. Some of the differences between CEM and CE include the CEM is a much smaller program that has a built-in support system and a family type atmosphere. CEM is also the only engineering major to require 3 paid summer internships and will help you find these internships.

How does CEM differ from Construction Management?
- Construction Management alumni often go to work for similar companies as CEM alumni however CEM alumni stand apart because they have an engineering degree which involves higher levels of math and technical classes.

Can you double major in Civil and CEM?
- Due to the similarities between Civil Engineering and CEM you cannot double major.

How can thermodynamics become involved in construction engineering?
- Thermodynamics is a required class for all construction engineers. It is important for construction engineers to understand the fundamentals of thermodynamics and how it can influence their projects. Thermodynamics / mechanical engineering could be a focus in the plan of study if a student would like to pursue it further.

How popular is study abroad among your students?
- Historically 2-3 students each spring study at Christchurch in New Zealand and there have been others who studied in Ecuador, South Korea, Spain, and China.
- If a student is interested they should talk with their advisor to pick a location and develop a plan!

What types of research can construction engineers do?
- While research is more popular in the graduate program, if an undergraduate is interested in research they should reach out to their advisor to see what opportunities are available.
- Current research in the construction industry includes but is not limited to: looking at robotics, modular construction, materials, safety, smart jobsites, augmented and virtual reality, and 3D printing.

What is the overlap between industrial and civil engineering?
- While CEM and Industrial engineering do not have a high level of overlap on their plan of studies, they do have similar outlooks on how to approach problems and come up with the most efficient solutions. At a high level industrial engineers are going to be focused on a process where construction engineers are going to be focused on a physical construction project which includes an infinite (very few projects are the same time) number of processes to be evaluated and selected based off of safety, cost, and schedule.

What kind of physics do CEM students learn to help them in their field?
- In CEM you will take a variety of physics including statics, dynamics and electricity & electromagnetism. These all provide CEM students with a basic understand of what they are building and allows them to point out when things may look wrong.

Is it easy to get a management minor in CEM?
- Yes! In fact there is a specific plan of study for any students interested in a management minor.

Up to which math class are CEM majors required to take?
- There are two sequences of math classes that can be taken
  - MA 16500 - Calculus 1, MA 16600 - Calculus 2, MA 26100 - Multivariable Calculus, MA 26500 - Linear Algebra, MA 26600 - Ordinary Differential Equations
  - MA 16500 - Calculus 1, MA 16600 - Calculus 2, MA 26100 - Multivariable Calculus, MA 26200 - Linear Algebra and Differential Equations

What types of industry experts come to Purdue to teach classes? How do they help to understand the curriculum well?
- CEM alumni love to come back and guest teach in a variety of the CEM classes. There are also several professors that come from industry (including Brandon Fulk) that provide the real-world input. There are specific teaching positions for industry professionals and one is currently filled by Robert Bowen, the founder of Bowen engineering.

Is this the only engineering discipline that has the word “management” in the title?
- Yes, Construction Engineering and Management is the only engineering degree with management in the title. Other engineering majors can take management classes but they are not built into the curriculum like they are for CEM.

How do group projects work if everyone’s end goal is to be a manager?
- Part of management is knowing how to work in a team. Even as a manager you will always be working with a variety of people. Group projects are an important part of the CEM curriculum and provide the real life experience to prepare for the workforce.

What are the most interesting classes in CEM?
- The most interesting class in CEM is the three paid summer internships!

How heavily are CEM majors involved in graphic design or CAD? When would you start working with things like 3D printing?
- Due to the freedom of our capstone course and the planning/design fall semester and the prototyping spring semester, most students take it upon themselves to leverage 3D printing to prototype or to sell their solutions to stakeholders.
- Additionally, while there is one computer graphics class in the plan of study, there is an option to minor in Building Information Modeling (BIM) which will provide knowledge in current and emerging graphics theories and computer graphics technologies associated with design, documentation, modeling in construction. Even with adding a minor, most students still graduate in 4 years.

How similar is CEM to architecture?
- While CEM and architecture both work with buildings, however architecture is more involved with the design side while CEM is more focused on construction.

What is the biggest draw in for the CEM program?
The biggest draw for CEM is the three paid internships which allow you to explore the industry, actively apply what you learn in class each summer, and build industry relationships while still in school.

How many students are accepted into CEM each year?
- The goal for each CEM class is around 30-40 students, however we are committed in working with all students who are interested. The interview process should be seen as a “getting to know you” process.

Is there a focus in the courses on making buildings beautiful and sustainable?
- Professor Graff and Professor Weidner are offering technical electives that explore these aspects of the discipline.
- Additionally, there is a plan of study that allows you to obtain a minor in EEE within 4 years. There are also several extra-curricular clubs that also provide additional information that you can join.

Why not just go into the trades and actually build the buildings?
- CEM students / alumni often love the construction industry and some have worked in the trades in the past. However, as a long term career CEM alumni would like to move into management positions running construction projects / companies.

Do students in CEM have to take classes in the Krannert School of Management?
- The CEM plan of study includes taking management classes in the Krannert School of Management. These include accounting and financial management.

What portion of the classes for CEM are out of the classroom?
- CEM has a plan of study that maximizes experiential learning through job site tours, labs, internships, and a senior design project that solves a real world problem.

Is there a senior design project? If so, which one’s have stood out to you?
- There is a senior design project that is both first and second semester. Teams will work with stakeholders to solve real world problems. The course is broken down into planning/design fall semester and then prototyping spring semester.
- Recent projects of interest:
  - 3D scanning and planning for the deconstruction and reconstruction of an old barn to create a new event center with the vintage appeal; students prototyped their solution at a local outdoor lab.
  - Planning and design of a 2 mile trail system and structures to support at an Indianapolis based nonprofit (living history museum).

What special courses are required for CEM graduates to go into the health field?
- If someone is interested in practicing medicine, CEM would not have many transferrable courses. However, CEM alumni often work on health care projects such as building a new hospital.

Are there concentrations related to the type of property CEM students want to develop (e.g. real estate, mall complex, stadium, etc)?
When it comes to the type of construction, CEM students develop a “concentration” through their internships. The advisor will work with students to find out about their interests and match them with companies that align with their goals.

Do the management courses focus solely on management in an engineering environment or are they more general?
- The management classes are not focused on engineering and are the general courses offered through Krannert School of Management.

Is it possible to double major with another engineering discipline?
- Anything is possible... there have not been any students recently complete such an endeavor but we have had double majors in Spanish and Political Science.

How much control do I have over what types of courses I take? (management, estimation, structural analysis, etc.)
- There is a plan of study that can be found at the following link. There will be required classes but also the flexibility to choose classes the focus on your interests. Working with your advisor you can tailor the plan of study and there are even multiple minors that fit within 4 years.

**INTERNSHIPS**

What kind of internships are available through CEM?
- There are 40+ companies that work with CEM every year to place the students into internships. These range from local companies to national general contractors to owners. Internships can be in office environments or out on active construction sites. Working with your advisor they will find an internship that is a good fit for you!

Are co-op experiences available for CEM?
- While not directly through the co-op program at Purdue, fall and spring work opportunities are available!

What were some of the largest construction projects Purdue students worked on?
- Purdue students have worked on an extremely wide range of projects with the largest projects topping multiple billions of dollars on oil and gas projects.

What are some examples of internships that CEM have experienced?
- Look here for a sample of internship experiences! Link

Do you have to have 3 paid internships?
- While the goal is for all students to have 3 paid internships, it is understood that that is not always possible. There is an internship residency program that allows a student to complete several tasks in order to obtain the credit for the internship.

Does having 3 internships affect a student’s graduation date?
- Nope! The three internships are built into the plan of study and do not delay graduation date. Majority of our students graduate in 4 years.
Are specific internships competitive? What if multiple people want to get into a specific internship?

- The CEM advisor works with each individual student to make a list of companies that fit their specific interests. The student then interviews with the company and ultimately it is up to the company who is hired. However, your advisor is with you each step of the way and even if one company doesn’t work out will work to find another company. In general it is a collaborative atmosphere between students, not competitive.